Abstract -EnerQv in a wireless sensor network(WSN) is a precious resource. Deployment ofmobile sensors in a WSN is an energv consuming process and it should be carefully designed. In this paper, we propose an intelligent energv-efficient deployment algorithm for cluster-based WSN by LI synergistic combination of cluster structuring and a peer-to-peer deployment scheme Performance of our algorithm is evaluated in terms of coverage, afl@rmip, and time and distance traveled till the algorithm converges. Our algorithm is shown to exhibit excellent performance.
Introduction
There is considerable recent interest in mobile wireless sensor networks(WSNs). Many novel applications such as habitat monitoring, wild fire detection, inventory tracking, biomedical . analysis, pervasive computing and battlefield surveillance are being envisaged. In these networks, power usage instead of bandwidth is of primary concem. Extending system lifetime and robustness to unpredictable dynamics rather than optimizing channel throughput or minimizing the number of nodes is the biggest challenge in these networks. Much research on this issue is underway ranging from the development of power saving hardware [7] to power efficient MAC and routing protocols [4, 10] .
One of the key issues is the deployment of mobile sensor nodes in the area of interest. Though many scenarios adopt random deployment k a u s e of practical reasons such as deployment cost and time, random deployment may not provide a uniform sensor distribution over the region of interest(ROI), which is considered to be a desirable distribution in mobile sensor networks. Self deployment methods using mobile nodes [2,3,9,1 I] have been proposed to enhance network coverage and to extend the system lifetime via configuration of uniformly distributed node topologies f" random node distributions. Since mobility itself requires energy from its own limited energy source, a deployment scheme should be designed to minimize energy consumption during deployment as well as to achieve satisfactory coverage and/or an energy efficient node topology. Moreover, it is desirable for a distributed node to have a relatively simple hardware architecture. Each node should have a simple and efficient algorithm for deployment, organization, and management of the network. Even though much research on energy efficient organization and management for the static node topology has been carried out, there is no work on energy efficiency for deployment of mobile nodes to the best of our knowledge. Deployment process itself is very energy consuming due to the locomotive action as well as computation and communications associated with it. Not only minimizing average moving distance, but also reducing the difference of the remaining energy among sensor nodes is essential for a longer system lifetime. Due to the dynamic and distributed nature of deployment, it is a challenging task to obtain full coverage in the ROI and to utilize energy of each sensor in a relatively fair fashion.
Recently, we proposed a deployment algorithm for mobile nodes and a peer-based structure was obtained [2] . In many WSN scenarios, clustering is employed to take advantage of local information and to reduce energy consumption. In this paper, we
propose an intelligent energy-efficient deployment algorithm for cluster-based WSN. The key idea of the algorithm is the introduction of local clustering [5,6] during the deployment process so as to increase the amount of local control over a fraction of the entire ROI. Each node decides its own mode to be either in a clustering mode or a peer-topeer mode based on its local density and the remaining energy level in a distributed and adaptive manner.
'
The significance of our work is to provide a synergistic combination of cluster structuring and peer-to-peer deployment scheme [2] in an intelligent manner in a hostile and unpredictable environment. The goals of our algorithm are the realization of largest possible coverage, the formation of an energy efficient node topology for a longer system lifetime, and the organization of a hierarchical structure for easier management and scalability that suppocts collaboration among nodes. These goals can be achieved by an adaptive combination of two modes: clustering and peer-topeer,
Mobile Node Deployment Problem
In a WSN, physical placement or deployment of sensor nodes is needed prior to the initialization of a network for dataacquisition and transmission using sensor nodes.
Assumptions
We assume that all sensor nodes have identical capabilities for sensing, communication, computation, and mobility. Sensing coverage and communication coverage of each node is assumed to be ideal, which means that both coverage areas have a circular shape without any irregularity. Computation capability is required at each node to support a distributed algorithm that includes a reasoning and optimization process 61 deployment and routing.
We assume that the initial deployment is random and a distributed deployment algorithm is executed starting from the initial random topology using each node's mobility. Another assumption is that every node has the ability to know its own location by some method such as GPS or iterative multilateration [SI. This Uniformity(U) can be defined as the average local standard locationing ability is needed by each node while making a Also, we assume that there are no errors during tansmission of data and in the calculation of locations. deviation of the distances between nodes. decision regarding its next movement in the deployment process.
We further assume that each node has only local information from
the neighboring nodes within its direct communication range. The communication range of each node is defined by the maximum distance at which the signal to noise ratio is above the threshold required for achieving the design goal in terms of power conservation.
where N is the total number of nodes Ki is the number of neighbors of the ith node, DU is the distance between ith andjth nodes, Mj is the mean of internodal distances between the ith node and its neighbors.
Problem formulation
Without loss of generality, we consider the deployment problem for a rectangular region of interest(RO1). The goal is to find the positions and movements of nodes to achieve maximum coverage and to form a uniformly distributed wireless network in minimum time and with minimum energy consumption. We develop a heuristic algorithm for this problem and evaluate its performance in terms of the performance metrics: coverage, uniformity, time and distance traveled till convergence.
Performance Metrics in Mobile WSN
Selection of suitable measures to compare performances of different approaches and resulting solutions is an important issue in a mobile WSN. Coverage, uniformity, and time and distance traveled prior to convergence are considered as performance metrics here.
Coverage
Generally, coverage can be considered as the measure of quality of service d a sensor network. The concept of coverage as a paradigm for the system level functionality of multkrobot systems was introduced by Gage [I] .
In this paper, coverage(C) is defined as the ratio of the union of areas covered by each node and the area of the entire ROI. Here the covered area of each node is defined as the circular area within its sensing radius R. Perfect detection of all interesting events in the covered area is assumed.
U4 C =
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where Ai is the area covered by the ith node, N is the total number of nodes.
In the calculation of local uniformity U, at the dh node, only neighboring nodes that reside within its communication range are considered. A smaller value of U means that nodes are more uniformly distributed 'in the ROI. In uniformly distributed networks, internodal distances are almost the same; the expected energy consumption per communication as well as the expected lifetime of each node is almost the same if the nodes were identical and have the same amount of energy initially.
Time
The time spent for deployment is also important in many timecritical applications such as search and rescue and disaster recovery operations. Mostly, the required time depends on the complexity of the reasoning and optimization algorithm and physical time for the movement of nodes. The total time elapsed is defined here as the time elapsed until all the nodes reach their fmal locations. We focus here on the time spent for deployment itself and not on data transmission delays from a source node to a destination no& that is commonly used for network performance evaluation and its quality of service.
Distance
The average distance traveled by each node is related to the energy required for its movement. So, the expected distance traveled is important for the estimation of energy (fuel) required when each node has a limited energy supply. The variance of distance traveled is also important to determine the fairness of the deployment algorithm and for system energy utilization. If the variance of distance traveled is large, the variance of energy remaining also is large. The nodes that have smaller energy than other nodes exhaust their energy early. Early dead nodes result in a loss of coverage and the remaining nodes may require an increased transmission range or a longer routing path.
The Algorithm
A stands for the area of the region of interest(RO1). A synergistic combination of two different deployment methxk is considered: the peer to peer deployment methodproposed in [2] and me clustering which is employed in many Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) scenarios to take advantage of local information and to reduce energy consumption.
The topology including the locations and spacing of sensor nodes determines the overall coverage of the network as well as the expected lifetime of the network.
Uniformity
Uniformly distributed sensor nodes spend energy more evenly through the WSN than sensor nodes with an irregular topology. Transmission power control techniques can be used to save energy and to reduce interference between nodes. When the distances between nodes become similar, the distance to the farthest neighboring node and the required transmission power are minimized because the required power increases as the square of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver to transmit the signals. 
T h e Distributed Self-spreading A l g o r i t h m
Peer to peer mode based algorithm which is called the Distributed Self-Spreading Algorithm(DSSA) is inspired by the equilibrium of molecules, which minimizes molecular electronic energy and inter-nuclear repulsion. Each particle determines its own lowest energy point in a distributed manner and its resulting spacing from the other particles is almost the same. Optimal spacing between sensors in the sense of coverage can be found by a process similar to the equilibrium of molecules.
To begin with, a specified number of nodes are deployed randomly in a given region, for instance, inside a rectangle. (2) Partial force calculation: We introduce the concept of force to define the movement of nodes during the deployment process.
The force is dependent on not onlythe distance between the nodes hut also the current l k a l density. The force corresponding to high local density is bigger than the force corresponding to low local density. The force from a node that is closer is greater than that from a node that is farther just like the particles in Physics that follow Coulomb's law. Condition (i) is the same as in Physics, but conditions (ii) and (iii) are included to modify the model to incorporate the notion of locality.
The partial force at time step n on the ith node from the Jth node that is in the neighborhood of the ith node is calculated as
where cR stands for communication range DL stands for the local density of ith node at time stepn stands for the location of ith node at time step n Closely located nodes impose larger partial forces and nodes that are far apart induce smaller partial forces on each other.
After adding all the partial forces at the current node location, each node decides its next movement. This process provides a local decision, which includes the consideration of its local situation such as the locations of the neighboring nodes and dead node@), if any. Each node's movement is decided by the combined force at that node due to nodes in its neighborhood.
(3) Oscillation-check: Two stopping criteria are introduced in the Distributed Self-spreading Algorithm. If a node moves back and forth between almost the same locations many times, this node is regarded to be in the oscillation status. By examiningthe history of its movement, each node can determine if oscillations are going on. One counts the number of oscillations and if this oscillation count (0-J is over the oscillation limit (Oh), we stop the movement of that node at the center of gravity of the oscillating points.
(4) Stabiliyckeck: If a node moves less than threshold> for the time duration Srability_limit(S,jd, this node can be considered to^ have reached the stable status and that node stops its movement. This stopping criterion is useful for stationary nodes because of either exhausted fuel or broken mobile units and also for the nodesthat have reached the stable status.
T h e Intelligent Deployment and Clustering
Algorithm
In many WSN scenarios, clustering is employed to take advantage of local information and to reduce energy consumption. By introduction of local clustering [5,6] during the deployment process, it is possible to improve the energy consumption characteristics of sensor nodes. Each node decides its own mode to be either in a clustering mode or a peer-topeer mode based on its the local density and. the remaining energy level in a , distributed and adaptive manner. We call this algorithm Intelligent Deployment and Clustering Algorithm(1DCA). The pseudo code of the algorithm is given in Figure 2 . This distributed algorithm is executed at each node i. IDCA algorithm also contains four parts like the DSSA algorithm: (2) Mode determination and partialforce calculation: Intuitively, sensor nodes in a dense region need to move to a sparse region to improve coverage and connectivity of a sensor network. Node movement and also the corresponding energy consumption is expected in both sparse and dense regions. Nodes in a region with the right node density do not need to move and spend their energy to improve the performance which is mostly uniformity. The reason is that frequent movements of neighboring nodes may degrade the existing uniformity achieved and the energy spent to improve uniformity is simply wasted. By delaying the movement of sensor nodes in a region with the right node density until nodal movements stabilize to some extent, inefficient energy usage of those sensor nodes can be improved.
Based on the relation between the local density (D) and the expected density b), the mode at a node is determined. If the local density (D) is close to the expected density 011, the node selects the clustering mode. Nodes in regions that have desired density levels are not expected to move much to improve coverage and/or uniformity of sensor nodes. A Sensor node in such regions determines its movement based on its remaining energy level relative to its neighbors. To begin with, partial force in the clustering mode is calculated by using equation (I) like the DSSA algorithm. Then this partial force is modified by its tank based on its energy level in the neighborhood. The remaining energies of neighboring nodes are rank ordered. If a sensor node has the rank r among k nodes in the neighborhood, the energy factor is r/t and the partial force calculated by equation ( I ) is multiplied by this factor. If the remaining energy level is low, the partial force of the node will be smaller than that used in DSSA based on its energy factor in its neighborhood. The node in this situation saves its energy and contributes less to WSN performance improvement. If the remaining energy level is relatively high among the nodes in the neighborhood the partial force is determined according to its rank inits neighborhood. The node in this situation uses its energy more and contributes more for performance improvement of the WSN. This energy consideration in the clustering mode reduces the variation of remaining energy among sensor nodes. If local density D of a sensor node at some time instant is different from the expected density p at the current location, this node selects the peer-to-peer mode and partial force calculation is done usingby equation (1).
(3,4) Oscillation-check and Stability-check: Same as the DSSA algorithm. In this paper, we used the same stopping criteria for both modes: peer to peer mode and clusteringmode. However, IDCA algorithm may use different local mehics and stopping criteria in a clustering mode.
Simulation results
We evaluate the performance of our heuristic algorithms by simulation. In our experiment, we consider 30 randomly placed nodes in a region of size IOX 10 to run DSSA and IDCA. We assume sR=2 and c R 4 . In Figure 3 , we show the locations and coverage of the initial random deployment before running both algorithms. Figure 3 , some parts of the region cannot be covered hy the randomly dispersed nodes, even though there are sufficient number of nodes in the given R01. In this particular example, the nehvork is not fully connected, so the actual coverage is much smaller than just adding the entire covered region. The calculated coverage (C) is more than 90% in Figure 3 , but the actual coverage is well below 50% because the network is partitioned in two parts. This situation is exactly the case where topology improvement is required Figure 7 are shorter than those in Figure 5 . Because the standard deviation of travel distance is also small, the system lifetime with full coverage attained by IDCA is expected to be longer than DSSA.
i\vgndse"celrarsise,1666,~mdd~"nliauel*eOLU*t* Figure 4 . Final node distribution after running DSSA Figure 5 shows the.actual paths of individual nodes as they moved from their initial locations to their final locations using DSSA. Blank circles represent the initial locations and filled circles indicate the final locations. For the initial distribution of Figure 3 , each node moves the distance 3.8485 on an average and the standard deviation of distance traveled is 1.6148. When the average distance .traveled is small, the corresponding energy for locomotion is small. Also, when the standard deviation of distance traveled is small, the variation in energy remaining at each node is not significant and a longer system lifetime with full coverage can be expected.
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JBu1S.W ddsmalrerpw < 6,uI 1 . The result after applying IDCA is shown in Figure 6 . It shows that IDCA also works well for the initial distribution shown in Figure  3 . The entire area is covered by 30 sensor nodes and these nodes are well spread over the region. Figure 8 shows the improvement in coverage area f" the initial random deployment for both algorithms; DSSA and IDCA. Both algorithms exhibit a similar performance over different network sizes. The coverage achieved by all the algorithms increases as the network size goes up. As the number of nodes increases, the improvement in coverage diminishes. Even though the average coverage of random dispersion is about 99% and this number may appear satisfactoly for many application requirements, random deployment may not guarantee the intended goal of all the applications. Moreover, even if random deployment can cover 99% of the region of interest, there is a possibility of improvement in the uniformity of intemodal distance to improve the lifetime of a sensor network.
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.#U- Figure 9 . Uniformity versus network size Figure 9 shows the reduction in the standard deviation from the initial random deployment case. Both algorithms obtain better uniformity than the initial one and DSSA outperforms IDCA slightly. The improvement in uniformity is not that sensitive to network density. Figure 10 shows that IDCA leads to faster deployment than DSSA on an average. Also termination times of IDCA are about the same over a wide range of number of nodes.
This means that IDCA is less sensitive to the number of nodes, i.e., network density in terms of termination time for deployment. When too few nodes are used, we cannot obtain full coverage over the ROI. When too many nodes are used, we do not gain that much coverage improvement because of the diminishing marginal gain in terms of coverage, .though we can still obtain more uniform distribution. With the number of nodes in this range, the required time to converge is almost the same and travel distance of IDCA is much smaller than that of DSSA. Because the variation in time required to converge and the travel distance is smaller over this range of node densities, it is easier to estimate the required energy for deployment.
Summary and Conclusions
We have considered the deployment problem for mobile wireless sensor networks here. An ROI needs to be covered by a given number of nodes with limited sensing and communication range.
We start with a "random" distribution of nodes. Though many scenarios adopt random deployment because of practical reasons such as deployment cost and time, random deployment may not provide a uniform distribution which is desirable for a longer system lifetime over the ROI. In this paper, we have proposed an intelligent energy -efficient deployment algorithm for clusterbased WSN by a synergistic combination of cluster structuring and peer-to-peer deployment scheme. After going through the algorithm, the ROI is covered by uniformly distributed nodes. The performance of the algorithm is determined by the percentage of region covered, computationalldeployment time, the mean distance that is required for deployment, and the uniformity of the networks. Simulation results show that our algorithm successfully obtains a uniform distribution !?om initial uneven distributions in an energy -efficient manner.
